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LETTER FROM 
THE EDITOR
As Spartacus should have said, “a little rebellion is a good 
thing.”

Anyway, it sounds like something he might have said, 
although I suppose he would have had an accent or 
something. Unfortunately, it appears that there aren’t very 
many recordings of Spartacus; I couldn’t find anything at all 
on youtube. So circumstances demand that I engage in some 
artistic license here.

Lately, I’ve found myself thinking about this platitude that 
Spartacus should have said. It’s been running around my 
head worse than Gangnam Style, and I guess the lady who 
wrote The Secret was right after all, because lately it feels like 
it’s begun to manifest in my external life as well. 
      
Q.E.D., I recently sat for an exam in something or other, 
and the essay prompt inquired thus: “Is it desirable for 
citizens in a healthy society to question authority?” Well, I 
had a panic attack and wrote something along the lines of 
“ksndlanfnjr”, but the correct answer is, of course, in the 
affirmative. “Rebellion” doesn’t necessary have to mean a 
bloody uprising, although it’s pretty cool when it does. It can 
refer to any sort of action that goes against the status quo: 
anything that provides us with a new way of looking at the 
world.

Moreover, as H.L. Mencken really did say, “it doesn’t take a 
majority to make a rebellion; it takes only a few leaders and 
a sound cause”. Wise words from a wise man, who thought 
stupid people should be neutered. But it’s true–like ripples 
on some pretentious metaphorical pond, just one critical 
point can alter the makeup of all the rest; a single individual 
can be the genesis of a new zeitgeist. History has vindicated 
this truth time and again.
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Recently, a group of intrepid BU students realized, with some 
consternation, that their university–fourth largest private 
institution in the country, Forbes’ top-ten hardest colleges 
thank-you-very-much- was lacking a regularly published 
literary journal. Ever since, that group of exemplary 
individuals has been on a quest to save the campus from 
the slack-jawed maw of the mouth-breathing philistine. 
And now, at last, you see the results before your eyes–the 
inaugural issue of Coup d’Etat.

In the following pages, you’ll find an eclectic collection 
of prose and poetry from a wide variety of contributors. If 
there’s a unifying theme (other than ink), it’s that all of 
these pieces provided us with some unexpected insight or 
perspective. Which takes us back to our motto: “A little 
rebellion is a good thing”. It is the factual opinion of this 
humble genius that good literature is always fundamentally 
rebellious, because it gives a glimpse into an alternative point 
of view–one that would normally be denied to us, trapped as 
we are in our own heads. In other words, literature has the 
singular ability to challenge our own status quo by allowing 
us–however fleetingly–to connect with another mind, to see 
through another pair of eyes.

Reader, it’s pretty boss.

Waxley Grafton

C O U P  D ’ E TAT  W I N T E R  2 0 1 3 - 2 0 1 4

Waxley Grafton is the official 
ringleader and mascot of all of Coup’s 
subversive activities. As far as we 
know, the legend of his birth is entirely 
accurate and the rumors of his death 
have been greatly exaggerated.
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BREATHING IN A 
PLASTIC BAG
So where do I find conflict
bagged within a life seized by 
 comfort and custom
my swollen pupils locked ahead
water-logged and bleached
 impeding any flint of sight.
I throw around smiling plastic toys
and swallow medicine from the bottle.

The dog runs some darting animal 
up the reaching maple in the yard again
 eyes aflight
every clump of its body distilled into claps of 
machine-gun fire 
 running out its short life.
The little bastard is leashed up
all neutered and panting and clean.

I pray for war 
to ship my idle hands 
 over oceans
where death will be gift-wrapped and
glittering in various 
 immediate calibers
instead of growing like a fetus 
behind my eyes laughing.

PATRICK COLLINS
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·
orange squares filled w/ maple syrup, blankets 
wrapping diamonds dark with the stain of hurt
long-postponed &a thousand faces wet w/ sun
light, all a beautiful big moist heap, dream:
slowly merging with the drool dripping down 
gyrating hips lonely in a bed rank,yet supreme.

YAZMIN GOOREN
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LAST RITES
Friedrich Heidbredder laid underneath his comforter, 
surrounded by everyone with whom he’d spent a significant 
portion of his adult life. His wife, his two sons, his three 
daughters, and his elderly Irish priest all formed a half 
circle around his bed, with his wife at one end and his priest 
at the other. His five children — their respective wives and 
husbands having been banished to the family room for the 
last minutes of their father-in-law’s life — leaned on each 
other for support, their shoulders shaking and their noses 
sniffling.
 
“Oh, Fred,” his wife cried, falling to her knees and grabbing 
his hand. “What am I going to do without you? How am I going 
to live?” Fred moved his hand closer to his body, carefully 
shaking his fingers out of his wife’s tight grasp. He didn’t 
answer, and his oldest son stepped forward in his place.
 
“Stand up, Mother,” he said, carefully lifting Friedrich’s 
wife by the arm. “Father’s time may be here, but yours is not. 
You still have many years ahead of you, and we—” he paused 
here to wave a dramatic hand at all his siblings “—will make 
sure that you are cared for.” With this sentiment, he turned 
to his father. “Father, I have watched you and looked up to 
you my whole life. You’ve always cared for your family, and I 
swear to you, I will do the same.”

His son kept speaking, but Friedrich quickly stopped paying 
attention. It was all he could do not to roll his eyes. He looked 
up at his empty closet and shelves. His children had taken 
turns cleaning them out, distributing everything he had 
collected over the years amongst themselves. Grimacing, his 
head fell to the side, and he examined the view outside of his 
small window. He could just see over his short, half-rotten 
fence and into the neighbor’s yard. His neighbor — a wealthy 
30-something with a cute wife and two young kids — wasn’t 
home, but his two housekeepers were. At the moment, they 
were on the back porch smoking cigarettes. Their two heads 
bobbed in and out of view as they spoke. Occasionally they 
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would grow very animated and sit up a little straighter, so 
that all Friedrich could see was their dark little mouths 
opening and shutting rapidly. The longer he watched them, 
the more he wished he could hear what they were saying.

Friedrich looked back up at his entourage. His daughters 
were talking now, each saying something about how they’d 
always thought of themselves as Daddy’s Little Girl, how 
he would always be the most important man in their lives. 
Muttering something about King Lear under his breath, 
Friedrich tuned them out, instead trying to catch some bit of 
the conversation between the two housekeepers next door. 
After subtly trying out different positions, Friedrich found 
that, if he scooted close to the edge of the bed, tucked his 
chin into his shoulder, and looked up at the corner of the 
room, he could just barely make out what they were saying.
 
“But how does one family get their laundry that dirty?” one 
housekeeper asked.
 
“I know! The children have more mud stains on their 
jeans than there is dirt on the earth. And that wife… Does 
she bathe fully clothed in body odor? I swear, I can’t even 
breathe when I’m washing her shirts.”
 
The priest laid a heavy hand on Friedrich’s shoulder, but 
Friedrich ignored it, opting instead to move his old body 
closer to the window and the conversation.
 
“Honestly, what’s the point of his wife?” The first 
housekeeper asked. “She doesn’t clean, lord knows she can’t 
cook… Frankly, I’m surprised she was even able to give birth 
to those little monsters with hips as scrawny as hers.”
 
“Probably got knocked out and was given a c-section. You 
know how those young types are — they want all the benefits 
of motherhood without any of the real work. No one pushes 
a child out  anymore. They just wait for someone else to cut 
it from them.”

The priest laid even more pressure on his shoulder, but 
Friedrich continued to pretend his hand wasn’t there.
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“Back when I was young, pregnancy was a fact of life. It 
wasn’t this huge life-altering production that women turn 
it into now.”
 
The other housekeeper clicked her tongue. “You’re preaching 
to the choir. Hell, I smoked a pack a day while carrying all 
four of my children, and they’re fine! One of ‘em even went 
to college. These days, that’d never happen. Everyone’s too 
careful.”
 
“It’s ruining society. They don’t see it happening, but mark 
my words. We’re on a downward spiral.”
 
The priest’s hand was now too much to ignore. Turning away 
from the window, Friedrich faced him. “What?” he snapped.
 
Friedrich’s harsh tone shocked the priest momentarily, but 
he quickly regained his composure. “Friedrich, I think it’s 
time for you to be read your last rites. Your family agrees 
that we should do it now, as we don’t have very long left until 
you…” The priest trailed off.
 
“We’ve all said our goodbyes, Father,” his eldest son said.
 
His wife began crying hysterically at the word goodbye, 
and this led to a chain reaction that first made his three 
daughters cry, then put tears in the eyes of his two sons. 
Friedrich thought the priest might even have had wet eyes. 
Their crying was loud and overpowering, and it completely 
blocked any words that previously might have carried into 
the house from his neighbor’s deck outside. Friedrich sat 
quietly for a few seconds, biding his time, but when the 
priest began reciting his prayers — loudly, so that he could 
be heard over the wails of Friedrich’s wife and children — 
Friedrich lifted himself up as much as a dying man could.
 
“Stop!” He yelled, his voice raspy. “All of you stop!”
 
Everyone, even his sniffling wife, immediately shut up and 
looked at him with wide eyes.

“You people—” He pointed a wrinkled finger at each person 
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“—are adding nothing to my death. Nothing. I only die once, 
you hear? And right now,” he said, looking pointedly at the 
priest, “there is only one sermon I want to hear, and it is 
the one happening outside my window.” He lay back down. 
“Those two women outside on the neighbor’s back porch 
have said more in the five minutes I’ve been listening 
to them than any of you have for the past two weeks that 
I’ve been stuck on this godforsaken lumpy mattress. So if 
everyone could kindly shut up and allow me to live my last 
few moments in peace, I will thank you in the afterlife.”
 
No one knew what to do or say, so they just listened to him, 
staring at each other with blank eyes and closed mouths. 
Friedrich shut his eyes and tilted his head in the position 
he’d had it before. The two housekeepers’ voices floated 
through his window and into his ears.
 
“When it gets down to it,” the first housekeeper said, “I really 
couldn’t give a damn how the woman births her kids, or even 
how she raises them. I’d just like to go one day — just one — 
where I don’t have to mop the entire bottom floor because 
those children tracked mud into the house yet again.”
 
The second housekeeper took a long drag from her cigarette 
and let the smoke out slowly. “Amen,” she replied.
 
From his lumpy mattress, Friedrich nodded. “Amen.”
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JUNE
I haven’t written since June’s youth
When I locked eyes with the shimmery screen 
And tried to create something
Beautiful 
Then it seemed like words could pull me up
By the tip of my inhaling nose
So to sling me among the stars
In an infinite pinball machine
Now my letters hide in dust
As no revelations are born from my body 
Nothing grows here
I feel aged and worn like that mustard shirt 
Sitting alone in my closet 
Back home 
Where it all mattered

PAGE ELLERSON
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NAKED BABY PICTURES
Naked baby pictures

are taken for revenge
so that the children understand

how we feel
about pictures
in the bathtub

as a baby, naked
shown to prom dates

dressed in tuxedos and green dresses
who cringe their faces

in chubby wrinkles
to the delight of the parents

because they want to keep
their babies clothed.

We would take pictures
of the culprits, all wrinkled

sobbing breasts and
in the bathtub and show them to

prom dates, but when dementia sets in 
they would just mumble about

naked babies and say 
the good book says 

the “iniquity of the fathers
results in naked babies”
and we then would know 

pictures of butt naked
smiling babies are 

taken because parents
have more fun watching
the oceans of childhood

than babies do splashing in it.
 

LOREN SMITH
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A HOT HAND
Hector Fritch was no longer drowsy by the time Gwen fell 
asleep. It was unnecessary to fake sleep after her hand 
dropped away from his crotch. Her arm, and then the rest 
of her, slowly rolled over until she faced the window above a 
narrow space between the older downtown buildings. Some 
neon from the pool hall across the front street still made it 
up to the third floor. It glowed through the ratty lace curtains 
into their flat. Yes, she was definitely mouth-breathing–
heavily, regularly–her heated, hormonal pulse slowing. 
Hector risked his way up onto one elbow and peered over the 
mound of her figure. Hers was, in spite of its pregnant glow, 
definitely a face in the repose of sleep. He resisted stroking 
her hair or pulling the quilt higher over her shoulder in 
consolation of his failed libido. He eased his feet over the 
high side of the ancient, concave mattress. He paused in the 
doorway, sensing that he’d forgotten some critical detail of 
this escape. Or was it something else? Another chore he’d 
neglected? But the uneasiness passed.

Hector crept down the chilly hallway, past the hard water 
hues of the bathroom and a smaller bedroom they had 
designated for a nursery. Gwen remained undisturbed as the 
floorboards creaked. She did not call out to ask where he was 
fleeing. He had out-waited her but was now wide awake and 
would have to entertain himself quietly. The only all-night 
television station they could pick up, from the building’s 
tilted antenna, showed reruns of Mayberry RFD.

Hector found the ancient floor lamp that came with their 
“furnished” front room. He turned the switch once, twice, 
and then had to repeat the process when a burned-out bulb 
in the third socket plunged the room back into darkness. 
He pulled his old college briefcase out from under a couch 
that rested on two lengths of 4x4 in lieu of the stubby legs 
missing from its frame. The briefcase rattled like a maraca 
as he placed it gingerly beneath the lamp. He squatted on 
the avocado carpet, tilting his ear toward the hallway, just 
to make sure. The radiator next to the television clattered 
listlessly.
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Inside the briefcase, the United States Basketball League 
waited to play the opening games of its schedule. This was 
already the week before Halloween and Hector wanted to 
start at the same time as the other pro leagues. Since the 
workers at Fisher Body-Pontiac plant had gone out as part 
of a nationwide strike, he’d spent the last two weeks putting 
rosters together. The summer-long bargaining with General 
Motors failed just about the same time he and Gwen decided 
they’d better get married. They still had wedding money, 
maybe enough for two months rent. There weren’t any jobs 
after the seasonal rush at the pickle factory in Celeryville 
ended. He wasn’t ready to hunt beer bottles yet and it was too 
late to pick up a class at the community college over in Flint. 
He was supposed to be taking a few semesters off, anyway, to 
get used to married life and then parenthood. Picket duties 
twice each week still left him with way too much time on 
his hands. Managing the league was probably better than 
watching game shows or pissing his strike benefit away at 
the tavern down the block.

Hector laid out the eight rosters he had printed on three-
by-five cards. He had awarded franchises to cities that 
didn’t have pro basketball, or any major professional sports 
that he knew of. There were just eight teams in case he went 
back to the assembly- line soon. He could always hold an 
owner’s meeting at that time to expand to two more worthy 
cities, depending on the economy. He congratulated himself 
for coming up with some cool team names already. The 
Wheeling, W.VA. Miners and Lexington, KY Long Rifles were 
his favorites after the hometown Flint LeSabres. He hadn’t 
designed any logos yet. It took all his time to find players 
out of the newspaper who’d been dropped by the pros 
during training camp. Then he pored over some old preview 
magazines retrieved from his parents’ house to find college 
seniors who’d been overlooked in the draft. He found local, 
“regional” picks for each of his teams.

None of these duties, except “scouting” in the morning 
sports section, could be done until after Gwen left for her job 
at the restaurant. It was hard to picture her scrubbing pots 
and pans after the owner of Titus Family Restaurant relegated 
her to the kitchen. Hard for him to imagine her as anything 
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other than a knock-out waitress or hostess. But none of her 
uniforms fit anymore. Hell, even the fashionable maternity 
things she bought were too tight now. So, while she was 
home, the least he could do was to help paint the nursery. 
He did the fussy trim and let her shove the roller around. 
He made the bizarre sandwiches she craved for lunch then 
rubbed her swollen feet before she trudged down the back 
stairs to go to work.

With all the brainwork done, it was time to tip off the season. 
It was only fitting that Flint should play its inaugural contest 
against the Gunners from Grand Rapids. Hector hoped he 
would be able to remain impartial. He was certain that the 
teams would become cross-state arch-rivals.

He lifted a fat, six-subject notebook from the briefcase. 
There should be enough sheets for the season though he 
hadn’t decided how many games to play. No playoff format 
had been established yet, either, but those were all minor 
details. He found the Flint and Grand Rapids rosters then 
printed the starters on the first page; home team on the left, 
visitors on the right. Forwards were listed first. The center 
was on the third line, then the two guards, just like a box 
score in the newspaper. He heard a young soprano from Flint 
Central, maybe, or Holy Redeemer straining through the 
anthem. The players had all been advised against black power 
salutes or other political gestures during this ceremony, at 
least until the team had earned some acceptance. He heard 
a PA announcer introducing the starters. Or was it a radio 
play-by-play guy? Would radio hurt home attendance or 
promote interest?

Ballenger Field House, on the campus of the community 
college, was only about half full. You could blame that on 
the strike and that it was a school night, Hector reasoned. 
The LeSabres would have to play in the old building until they 
could work out a deal to share Industrial Auditorium with 
the minor league hockey team. But that was another petty 
start-up difficulty which wouldn’t discourage a committed 
ownership.

Hector held six dice in his left hand including a red one. 
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A pencil waited in his right. Each player would roll the six 
dice, or shots, per period. Snake-eyes were a basket and 
each single spot a free throw. Anyone who scored with the 
one red die could roll it again for as long as it kept scoring. 
The three-spot would count on the red die because Hector 
had adopted the new long-range shooting rule from the 
A.B.A. Guys who kept the red die going would really “light it 
up.” They would have a “hot hand.” Players who were cold, 
who didn’t score, might have to share their playing time with 
a substitute or sit down altogether if that guy off the bench 
did well.

Hector heard the ref’s whistle and cheers of the faithful, or 
merely curious fans, before he dumped the dice onto the 
carpet.

The Flint power forward, Roland, managed a single hoop 
while Thompkins, the Grand Rapids player guarding him, 
canned two, including a red deuce. Thompkins hit a free 
throw with the bonus roll. Mauvier sank a basket for the 
LeSabres, but the Grand Rapids small forward Cruscewicz 
(Hector wasn’t sure of the pronunciation) countered with 
two of his own from the right-side baseline:

“He hangs fire. Yeah, he drained that jumper!”

 Carter, the Flint big man in the middle, chipped in a bucket 
– a put-back in the paint. “He sticks home the bunny with a 
thunderous, two-handed slam!”

But then Brown rolled in three free throws. Even though 
Brown failed to convert the red one, it was clear that Carter 
would be in foul trouble for the next quarter. Jones, the Flint 
point guard drove the lane and scored a nifty reverse lay-up 
then added a free-throw: “A little shake-and-bake! He takes 
it to the hole and gets hammered!”

Brennaman then put up a pair of hoops for the Gunners. 
Gulliver, the LeSabres’ shooting guard would have to get 
untracked from outside. Sure enough, he bombed a three-
pointer. “From down town…bang! Nothing but bottom!” He 
added a free-throw with his second roll but that was it. When 
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Suggs put up a pair from outside plus a free-throw, it left 
Flint down 21-13 at the end of the first quarter.

Hector cursed under his breath. The score was way too low 
for pro ball. He would end up with a college score if he was 
lucky. Should he add another dice? Yeah, but how many teams 
take 35 shots in a quarter? 30 shots was already unrealistic. 
He stood up, stretched and groped his way into the kitchen. 
The scarred linoleum felt grubby beneath his bare feet but 
light from a security lamp in the alley made a path for him. 
They hadn’t lived in the place a full month yet, but he placed 
his hand precisely on the handle of the clunky, “furnished” 
refrigerator. It had a primitive, louvered cooling element on 
top. He put the gearshift-like handle in reverse. The door 
fell open on beer, diet colas, lunch meat, and unclaimed 
take-outs from the restaurant wrapped in foil. Another bulb 
was burned out in there but he found a can of cheap Buckeye 
Ale, the A&P Store brand.  The nasty brew was a sacrifice 
he’d resigned himself to until he could go back to work. He  
lifted the pop-top with a cold, satisfying spurt.

 So, suppose his league played a college style game with 
shorter quarters and zone defenses allowed? That would 
account for lower scores. Some fans liked defensive hoops. 
Yeah, but they could see college or high school ball nearby, 
and for a lower ticket price. His fans would demand the run-
and-gun, high-scoring pro game.

Hector sat back down to the notebook, rosters, and dice. 
They were just dice, he reminded himself. Unless he wanted 
to complicate matters with some sort of handicapping, all his 
players would eventually appear to be of equal talent. Those 
were the laws of probability and statistics As he studied the 
box score further, he realized what was out of whack. Starters 
playing the entire first quarter without substitution was as 
unrealistic as the score. Poor Carter, especially, would have 
to come out before committing another foul. The Gunners 
would certainly go to work on him. Suppose he added two 
guys off the bench and they each rolled two dice, a total of 
eight more shots for each team per game? O.K., and one of 
the dice should be red. It seemed like a good compromise. 
But when the subs on both sides came up empty, the low score 
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remained the same. Hector cursed again. If there was to be 
a radio broadcast, this would be the time for a commercial 
break. Probably a beer commercial. He tipped back a swallow 
of the Buckeye Ale. He wouldn’t be writing ad copy for this 
swill, though. He went ahead with the second quarter.

Scoring did pick up somewhat. Roland scored his second 
hoop with three dice and Margriff stuck home a pair with 
the remaining three as Roland sat down. And then Andrews 
played well in Carter’s place, adding two field goals and 
a free-throw: “This young man has come off the bench 
smoking!”

The big story, however, was Suggs of Grand Rapids. The 
Gunners shooting guard nailed a pair inside the ark, plus a 
3-pointer that he converted with a second bomb -- 10 points 
in the quarter and 15 for the half. “Someone will have to step 
out and put a hand in this guy’s face!”

Flint was outscored 27-24 for the segment and had fallen 
behind 48-37 at half-time. If shooting continued at that 
pace, the final score wouldn’t be too far off. Hector tinkered 
with the game rules some more as he took his empty to the 
kitchen. Yes, he would declare that zone defenses were 
allowed but leave the game at professional length. Life was 
full of compromises, as he was learning. Why shouldn’t 
sports management be any different?

He opened another Buckeye in the shadowy kitchen. Again, 
he enjoyed the cold, cracking noise, like the stresses of a 
frozen pond. His broadcasts would definitely have beer 
commercials, and there should be a car dealer. Car dealers 
would want to advertise with the LeSabres, especially Buick. 
He’d need a jingle–something locally produced, with an R&B 
flavor. Local talent. When he reentered the living room and 
glanced up, Gwen was leaning in the doorway on the opposite 
side. Startled, Hector nearly fumbled the beer.

Gwen’s arms were folded. Her face expressed the irritation 
of interrupted sleep. The pregnant glow was gone. Hector 
thought she’d look perfect wielding a rolling pin, if she 
knew how to bake anything. She was wearing a purple satin 
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nightshirt with a yellow Tweety Bird resting on the swollen 
cargo of her tummy. Tweety did not relieve her menacing 
aspect.

“What is all this?” she asked, in an accusatory tone.

“It’s just to pass the time. I couldn’t sleep,” Hector said. 
“It’s a version of a game I made up when I was a kid.”

“Is that right,” Gwen continued. “When I wanted to pass 
some time with an adult activity, you couldn’t be bothered.”

“I’m sorry baby. I just wasn’t in the… Don’t you think it’s 
getting kinda cumbersome,” Hector pleaded. “I don’t think 
it’s even safe at this point.”

“The doctor said it’s OK up until the last two weeks,” Gwen 
said, louder. “I would have settled for a cuddle.”

“Baby, in a few months we’ll be catching up. Including all the 
stuff we like to do and in the regular positions. Anyway, you 
were asleep,” Hector added. “Did the dice wake you up, or 
was it the beer opening? Hey, do you want a glass?”

Gwen continued to glare. “No. No thank you. No, I thought 
you were talking to someone. And you were making some 
kinda noise. Like a blow drier. Ahhhhh. . .like that. I thought 
you were having an asthma attack or something.”

“You could hear that, way in there?”

“Oh, yeah. So, what the hell?” she prodded.

“It was crowd noise,” Hector admitted. “For the game. I 
musta been doing it.”

“Oh, for Chrissake,” Gwen grumbled. “And, by the way. Next 
time you’re practicing for a few months from now while I’m 
at work. . .” As she slowly unfolded her arms, the foreboding 
that had been nagging him all evening now expanded in 
Hector’s chest. In one hand she gripped the wadded-up 
satin panties that went with her Tweety shirt.
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satin panties that went with her Tweety shirt. “Kindly play 
with yourself in some other way? These were under your 
pillow and they’re all gunky!” She dropped the underwear 
right in the middle of the Ballenger Field House hardwood 
where the players had returned to warm up for the second 
half. She turned and stalked back down the hall. “And make 
an announcement for your fans to shut the hell up, some 
people have to work in the morning.”

Hector watched the door close. At least she didn’t slam it. 
There was some hope there. But geez, he was a prize dumb-
ass. When Gwen came to bed the first time, he thought 
the absence of underwear was an accessibility signal he 
could just ignore. He hadn’t made the connection with the 
pair he had snuck out of her drawer that afternoon.  The 
adolescent game wasn’t embarrassing enough, but now he 
was a neglectful self-abuser as well. There was no recourse 
but to make it up to her somehow – maybe fix a real sit-down 
dinner in the carbon encrusted “furnished” oven. He should 
make more of an effort in the sack too; invest in a Playboy or 
something. Load up on wheat germ. But could he even trust 
himself to hide a Playboy?

For the time being though, he might as well finish the game. 
He just wasn’t “feeling it,” as they say, to follow her back 
to bed. He hoped Suggs wasn’t still “feeling it” for Grand 
Rapids in the third quarter, or the LeSabres could forget 
about rallying. And then he should probably play the late 
game from out west so he wouldn’t get behind. He was pretty 
much obligated after the Des Moines Prairies Dawgs had 
made their long bus ride to face the Duluth Lakers.
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THE UGLY AGE
i found you shattered under the tattoo of the 
night.
you said you were suffering from the ugly 
lung, the holy disease.
i didn’t doubt that.
for years you had been drinking, hollow-
headed in empty stairwells (a side effect, you
said, of the Starving Soul)
but i was with you then—
Then,
as now—in elaborate youth,
thin swinging across hammocks in the shade 
of night, 
cold naked conversation under braided stars 
(truth), 
ginger rogers in the attic and us, 
slammed, waltzing in basement bars.
Then, when we woke up, we’d have miles
to mourn the tragedy that we were born into 
(blue). 
Now. 
the Knotted ugly age, the starving head, the 
hollow soul 
and me, left to mourn the tragedy i knew:
You, shattered under nights tattoo.

DREW MCLOON
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OPM
the smoky empire of Eternity
settles over the cherry rooftops
of a silent suburban sprawl.

underground angels screamPOP
skidding across wetshiny pavements
on sleek chrome Indian cats and
stop.

(lie down)

sighs echo around the murderous 
marshmallow universe skies
before returning to the lungs of a thousand 
defenseless souls stitched together by seems.
strangers play headboard with each other and
a poppy-seed generation dreams.

candles flicker,
fueling sweet and hot-sweat cures
as the neverness of Morning rears its char-
coal head and cries out against toxic dawn—
(ethereal postmidnight limbo endures)—
as i stretch out across 
steel-wool night and yawn, 
wondering quietly to myself 
what an oasis is to an ocean, 
whether a boat feels the same 
no matter what water its on.

DREW MCLOON
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LEARNING TO SLING
4. ALMOST ENOUGH

A man sees me pluck the thin gold chain from the subway 
platform and thinks that I’ve stolen it.  The owner of the 
chain…a bracelet?...could easily have dropped it hours 
ago and knows it’s as good as gone.  Unless she’s a fool or a 
Pollyanna.  Either way, finders keepers.  The chain is mine.  
The man, a middle-aged corporate drone beaten down by life 
in his five-year-old suit and scuffed shoes, must think that a 
guy like me is going home to offer the bracelet as a present to 
a girlfriend or an adoring wife, but neither the former owner 
or this old man knows the true reason we’re on the planet: to 
take whatever we can get away with before we die and what we 
did doesn’t matter anyway.

The guy eyeballs me a little on the 1 train before I get off 
in the eighties and climb up to the street.  Most of the time 
I have to go through doormen, some of whom try to make 
uncomfortable small talk.  My job is to provide illusions, to 
have tricks up my sleeve, so I oblige those kinds of people 
by weaving fanciful tales.  I’m a cousin from out of town.  
A black sheep son they’ve never mentioned.  A prospective 
business partner delivering a prospectus.  That last one isn’t 
so far from the truth.

Tonight, however, there is no doorman.  I push a button and 
tell a gray box that it’s me.  I hear a buzz and I’m up—up the 
elevator and up in the air eight stories.  As high as a man 
can get in the City with an MBA, a combover and limited 
charisma.  

He looks at me the way a man looks at a beer after a long day 
of yard work.  He’s a repeat, so he knows the deal: money up 
front.  I count it in the bathroom as I prepare to give him a 
show.  I take the gold chain out of my pocket and fix it around 
my ankle.
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He likes the shiny surprise, only finding it after I’m 
completely unwrapped.  Men like him need to be told: what 
they like, which jobs are within their reach, when to leave.  
He traces the line of gold and calls me a “prince, well…
princess” and I blush because that’s what he wants.  

He’s clearly been told how his apartment should look, too.  
The ultra-modern furnishings clash with the half-dozen 
cheaply framed photos of ballplayers.  A-Rod.  Mantle.  
DiMaggio.  Jeter.  The poor guy doesn’t know the autos are 
fake.  All of them.  And they’re not very good forgeries.  

I’m on my hands and knees beside a Lucite coffee table that 
paid the decorator’s rent with its twenty percent.  Looking 
up, I see myself from the neck down only, a body with angles 
being overtaken by a body with mountainous curves.  Rolling 
valleys.  He wants me to pretend I’m having a good time, so 
I do.  

He likes that I’m Venezuelan, but he doesn’t know the 
difference between me and a Mexican or Guatemalan or 
Cuban.  In the middle of it, he shouts some dirty talk that is 
breathless because of the hours he hasn’t spent at the gym.  
“Are you my little churro?  That’s right.  You’re my churro.”

I don’t tell him that he means chulo.  I’m his chulo.  At least 
right now.  We’re entitled to our fantasies, particularly when 
it’s our skin in the game, our money on the table or in my 
wallet.  Everything about him is the opposite of what he 
wants it to be.  He’s round everywhere.  His head, his body, 
the way he thrusts, the way he caresses my backside when 
he’s gone: round.

In the bathroom, I take the chain off of my ankle and put 
it back into my pocket so I won’t lose it on the way home.  
Maribel is still awake because I’m home earlier than I usually 
am on nights I go out.  She knows.  She isn’t happy about it, 
but she prefers sharing an apartment with me to sharing a 
bunk bed with me in a fifth-floor walk-up in Flushing and 
competing for bathroom time with four adults and three 
children.  She mutes the telenovela she’s watching, even 
though it’s clear that the priest is about to make a confession 
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of his own.  Maybe the baby is his, maybe he’s in love with the 
widow Cabrera and can no longer keep it a secret.  Maribel 
must wait to find out.

I sit beside her and whisper love in her ear.  I use my hands 
to warm her, inside and out, proving that I’ll always be the 
one to carry her.  I engulf her with the grief of my longing 
in her absence and fasten the gold chain around her wrist, 
binding her to me even more strongly.

3. SOMETHING

Maribel loves handbags so deeply that I sometimes wonder 
what she would save if our apartment caught fire: our photo 
albums or her favorite purses.  She’s into the fantasy—the Sex 
and the City women need a brown-skinned beauty to diversify 
their group and they welcome her and call her mami and 
start to mimic her accent when Mr. Big accidentally comes 
out of the shower after forgetting the other three women 
have come over for drinks.  Oh, muy caliente.  Carrie, you’re 
one lucky mujercita.  Watch out or Samantha will turn into a 
real cuaima.  
 
Maribel is walking the street with me like those white ladies: 
confident.  She’s available, but only for the right price and it 
would take a fortune for her to trade up from a man like me.  
 
That’s right.  Every straight man, whether or not he’ll admit 
it, wants and needs to know he’s got the hottest piece on his 
arm no matter where he is.  Women like Maribel, with her 
banging ass and world-class breasts, validate a man.  Look 
what I can get, she says without speaking.  Look who loves me 
and me alone.

Everyone in Hell’s Kitchen knows.  These people are 
spending their Saturday afternoon watching us stroll.  They 
look at Maribel, wondering if she’s real, in disbelief that 
there’s a woman so fine walking the same streets they are.  
Then they look at me—he’s okay, but look at her.  Then they 
stare at her again, that’s how long it takes to take her in.  I 
want to shout, “Go ahead and look!  For you, she’s once in a 
lifetime.  For me?  She’s everyday.”
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“Dios mio,” she often says while window shopping.  “Ave 
Maria…”  I want to buy her every bag she sees: Prada, Fendi, 
Chanel.  We both know it would be a sin: we have family in 
Caracas who could live for a whole year for the amount on 
the price tag.

“Someday, babygirl.”  It’s my usual reply.  “A man has to 
sling a lot of fantasies to buy another like that.”
 
Maribel gets her handbags from the men on street corners 
who appear and disappear like phantoms.  Shadows who 
spread a bedsheet on the street and ask you what you need.  
There’s a small crowd around the apparition on the corner.  
He’s a young man who’s clearly been hustling for a while; he 
has his rap down pat.  “One for forty, two for seventy-five.  
All of the best name brands at a fraction of the price.  Come 
on, folks, don’t be shy.”
 
The world’s most obvious tourist—Statue of Liberty hat, map 
under her arm, camera strapped around her neck—finishes 
texting.  She’s probably telling a friend she was seeing a 
knockoff purse guy live and in the flesh.  She isn’t so bad.  
Nice hair, nice ass.  But she’s nothing like my Maribel.
 
“Go ahead,” the peddler says, holding out a bag.  “Feel the 
lining.  That’s right.  You know you want what I got; nothing 
wrong with that.”

The guy is so good that he can nudge the tourist into a sale 
without even looking at her.  Instead, he’s giving me the eye.  
The look—a mixture of arousal and hope and questioning—
that says he’s on the down low.  When he says, “The finest 
craftsmanship.  Look at these seams,” he’s really asking me 
if Maribel isn’t what she seems to be.  If she’s serving the 
same purpose for me as his hot chicas serve for him when his 
family gets together.

The man should have been paying more attention to his 
surroundings.  A pair of cops are only ten feet away when he 
notices them.  He doesn’t have time to bundle up his sheet 
and get away; he just takes off down 43rd Street.
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Everyone on the corner freezes for a moment.  Maribel 
watches the peddler make his escape.  When no one else 
acts, that’s an opportunity.  I stand on his dirty bedsheet 
and pluck a Gucci from the pile.  I hand it to Maribel and she 
slings it under her arm as we walk away.

2. NEARLY NOTHING
 
No one calls him by his name, which is Maxwell.  To all my 
friends, he is Maricón.  Puta.  Mariposa who flutters and flits 
around the neighborhood looking for some nectar.  To some 
of us, he is El Banco.  Growing up, the kids in my neighborhood 
had nothing.  When they realize they have nothing, they start 
running weed or worse or get serious about basketball or do 
what they can to get into a real high school.  Some of us start 
making withdrawals from El Banco.

He doesn’t even notice you until your balls drop and you have 
enough facial hair to need to shave.  When you need enough 
scratch to take a girl like Maribel out on a date.
 
Carlos and I watch a pickup basketball game when I ask 
him if he knows El Banco.  He looks all sheepish, like when 
I asked him how far he got with that hot piece he took out 
junior year.  “A little.”
 
I ask him if it’s true, what they say about him.
 
“I guess,” Carlos says, focusing on his phone.
 
I wonder if that’s how Carlos got the phone in the first place.  
“Just wondering, man.”  
 
“So word on the street is that you’re finally with Maribel.  
I was wondering when you were gonna get sick of spending 
time with left Maribel and right Maribel.”  He laughs and 
jerks the air off with both hands.  It looks like he’s driving a 
crotch rocket down the street.
 
For the first time, I say yeah, she’s my woman.

“That fine bitch has wanted you since Sesame Street days, yo.  
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yo.  Don’t lie; I know you’ve wanted her, too.”
 
It’s my turn to change the subject.  “Focus on your own shit, 
man.  You still haven’t sealed the deal with that white girl.  
What are you waiting for?  She goes into a coma?”  But I’m 
not thinking about Carlos’s problem, as much as I care about 
him.  I’m thinking about me.  Even at seventeen, I know that 
no one in this world is going to take care of you but your 
mother.  And even then, she can only do her best within her 
limitations.  It’s a person’s job to erase as many limitations 
as they can.
 
I stand on El Banco’s front stairs that night.  He has his own 
little house a few blocks away from my building.  It’s nice, at 
least for my neighborhood.   But Donald Trump?  Even Jay-Z.  
They wouldn’t even dirty their shoes on a welcome mat like 
El Banco’s.  
 
When he opens the door, that’s the first time I see the man 
up close.  He’s way older than my father looks in the few 
pictures Mama has.  He still has all of his hair, a jet-black 
carpet on his head.  He smiles and asks if he can help me.  
 
I’m not an expert salesman.  Not yet.  But I guess that’s 
part of what he’s looking for.  “Hi.”  I look down at my dirty 
sneakers.
 
“Would you like to come inside?”

I close the door behind me.  I’m surprised how much his 
living room looks like mine.  Paper doilies under the knick-
knacks on the end table and coffee table.  Pictures on the 
wall; artsy stuff.  Mama likes a clean, organized house, too.
 
“What’s your name?  I’ve seen you around.”

We both know I’m lying when I tell him my name is Avisail.  
But Maxwell asks if he can call me “Avi” anyway.  If I can take 
Maribel to a nice restaurant, I don’t care what he calls me. 
 
“I’m just about to have dinner.  Would you like something 
to eat?”
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The aroma is overwhelming, but good.  It’s arroz con pollo, 
but nothing like Mama’s.  I can tell it’s bland.  No spice.  No 
kick.
 
He brings me a bowl and we sit on his sofa.  It’s more 
comfortable than the dining room, he says.  Maxwell asks me 
if I play any sports.  My favorite subject in school.  Where 
I want to go when I graduate.  El Banco reminds me of my 
favorite teacher, Ms. Rodriguez.  I guess the other teachers 
care, but Ms. Rodriguez actually looks in your eyes when 
you’re talking to her.  She never gives detention; she makes 
you talk to her after class to explain why you did what you 
did.
 
By the time Maxwell finishes his rice, he knows I want to live 
in the City—Manhattan, that is.  And I want to spend my days 
worrying about family, not money.
 
He puts his spoon in his empty bowl.  The clank of metal on 
ceramic sounds like the bell they ring during Communion.  
“What about a girlfriend,” he asks.  “They must be beating 
down your door.”

“Maybe.”  
 
“Maybe.”  He sits back and asks if I want to take off my shirt.  
He sees the birthmark just above my heart.  The thin but 
dark hair on my chest.  He says, very calmly, that I should sit 
beside him when I’m ready.
 
It doesn’t take long.  His leg is warm beside mine.  When I 
feel that same warmth from Maribel, my heart explodes and 
kicks into a gear I didn’t know it had before the first time 
we kissed and it’s like I can’t get enough air in my lungs to 
keep from getting tunnel vision, and I know the only thing 
keeping me alive is the breath that comes out of her ruby lips 
and I’m keeping her alive in the same way.  His breathing 
hasn’t changed.  He’s placid like the ocean on a day without 
wind.  I guess at what he wants.  He shakes his head when I 
move to kiss him.

As my hands move, I think of Christmas and how hard my 
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Mama tried when I was little but never had enough money for 
the things I wanted.  When I asked for a Sean John shirt, she 
would get me the imitation for a third of the price that started 
out looking crisp, but started falling apart the first time you 
washed it.  I thought about how long Mama had worked to buy 
the knockoff.  How many toilets she had to scrub.  How much 
shit she had to take from assholes who muttered that she 
should learn English, unaware that she speaks it fluently.  I 
thought about how life is all about getting to the point when 
you can afford to tell people to fuck off.
 
After he’s done, he spends a moment with his closed eyes 
pointed at Heaven.  He goes to his bedroom, returning with 
his wallet.  He counts out eight crisp twenty dollar bills 
before shaking his head and adding two more to the stack, 
which he hands to me as he tells me to come back anytime.

1. NEXT TO NOTHING

Maribel looks like Mickey Mouse with the two puffy balls of 
hair on either side of her head.  A few weeks ago, she had hair 
to the middle of her back, like Mama’s hair.  Then Maribel’s 
older sister gave her gum.  A few minutes later, her mother 
had no choice but to cut the gum out.
 
But she is beautiful, my Maribel.  I call her mine because I 
know she will be my wife someday.  In life, there are some 
beliefs that can go unquestioned.  Food will always taste 
better when it’s cooked by your mother.  Hard work will pay 
off.  Bad people will suffer for their sins.
 
Maribel is in the lunch line and Alexis Novoa is between us.  
Maribel and I have the same things on our trays: a rectangle 
of pizza, a banana and a carton of chocolate milk.  Maribel 
leans in close when she gets to the cashier, but I can still hear 
her.  “My Mom didn’t have money to give me this morning,” 
she says.  “Can I pay you tomorrow?”

The lunchlady frowns.  “I’m not supposed to do that, young 
lady.”
 
Maribel and the lunchlady look at each other for a minute.  I 
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can tell that she is hungry from the look in her eyes.  When 
you love someone, you can’t hesitate to do the right thing.  
My money is in my left hand, so I use my right hand to put 
back the banana and milk.  I put the crumpled dollar bills 
into the cashier’s palm and tell her what they were for.
 
The lunchlady lets me keep the pizza because it was already 
on the tray and because I did a nice thing.  I’m hungry the 
rest of the day, but Maribel is not.  I watch her eat with her 
friends; she sneaks looks at me between bites.
 
I hear Mama’s voice as my stomach rumbles: a good life is a 
series of sacrifices and the true measure of love is when you 
don’t think of anything as “yours” but “theirs.” 
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THE VERY CUPS
what is retreating in my apartment
has begun to open out at a farm
northwest of town where a bride and a groom
have taken the morning of their time to
the kitchen and met a winter sunup
that is giving them a bright field to view
in the window

                          I may not know them or
any landmark that would direct me there
but I have been the man on that morning
and held the key to a new car and I
have volplaned into Mazatlán when we
were over leaving most of a wardrobe
and no address

        to see the white driveway
and two cups on the window table is
not to want my youth again however
and to me in retreat the bride and groom
are toy figures on a maquette but I
do know the very cups are filling now
at a farm northwest of everywhere
with day coming into the one same room  

RODNEY NELSON
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UP THE COAST
a branch overhanging the cold water
of the inlet and a cat on it in
the only sunlight to win out over
late March and the cold rain
                          Sinclair Inlet
but why the derivative name Sinclair
not Saint Clair
             why so hard to forget a
tableau of cat enjoying sun on branch
and why tell it
                          or of the young smiling
redneck mother and wife who wanted to
talk in the next cabin when he was not
around even though you had a woman
             prettier
in your own and why hard to
forget her anecdote about a mad
prefesser drownding in some pool over
on Bainbridge
                          a pine-backwater accent
or of the whole coast wakening out of
immersion into light and warm with cat
and everyone in easier green
on an inlet becoming the saint’s own
             hard to forget
the cat was hers
                          why tell

RODNEY NELSON
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A BRIEF SURVEY 
OF FAULTY 
CONTRACEPTION
Kilff knew they didn’t like him, but he would change all that. 
Oh yes, he thought, they don’t like me now, but they’re going 
to love me. There’s no crowd like a tough crowd.

Twenty minutes later, when he had finished, they were on 
their feet, smiling, giving him a hearty hand. Their remarks 
afterwards were the same as the remarks he always heard 
after similar luncheons: “You’re a funny guy,” and “That was 
great,” and “Best ever,” and “We should have you again next 
year.” He said his thank you’s, looked around for the guy who 
would hand him his check (always in a business envelope 
with a cellophane window), and left, pausing long enough on 
the sidewalk to smoke a cigarette and perhaps catch a few 
more jolly words of praise from early leavers.

They hadn’t listened, not really. Oh, they had heard this and 
that, but they hadn’t truly listened to a thing he had said. It 
wasn’t that they had been polite about the topic; these kinds 
of people who were every kind of people weren’t polite about 
such thing. It was that Kilff brought them confidence and 
humor and flair. He didn’t rely on jokes, nor did he know any. 
He could be funny merely by the way he expressed himself, 
or so he had been told more than once by people who didn’t 
have a vested interest in his future. He had charm. He was 
open. He could name his price.

He could also talk up the women, if he was addressing a mixed 
crowd. He had yet to break into the solely female circuit, 
but he knew he would, eventually. He survived on word-of-
mouth, and for the past year the words from the mouths had 
been consistently laudatory. He had come to a point where 
if he wasn’t exactly turning down every engagement he was 
offered, he was turning down at least one per every three 
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months or so. As for the women, when they were there he 
lingered longer afterwards and let the check-bearer find 
him. On these occasions, he would allow the conversations 
to bleed into the bar of the banquet hall or down the block to 
some corner watering hole with a single television perched 
in a high corner. The women would be free and open and 
serious with him. He would take out his wallet.

“Hard to believe he’d be ten years old if he were still with 
us,” he’d say, showing them a photograph of one of his 
nephews. “Yes, ten years old Tuesday. My son. My only child. 
He…it’s…well, I shouldn’t have brought it up.” He could 
not manage tears, he could only get his eyes to go a little 
watery, but tears were inadvisable anyway. Tears would be 
going overboard, and people recoil from tears coming out of 
a man. The holding back of tears, however, usually got the 
ladies back to his apartment or hotel room if his engagement 
was out of town.

To be fair, he always wanted to know what people wanted him 
to talk about. At first, he spent a great deal of time getting 
to know his audience before he met his audience, and after 
his fifth or sixth success he realized all audiences were the 
same whether the miasma of the luncheon or dinner or 
banquet or awards show was theater, shoe sales, medicine, 
transportation, business, real estate, tax laws, agriculture, 
firearms, gaming, Buddhism, fetishes, unwed mothers, or 
unwed fathers. He was an entertainment, nothing else. A 
spellbinder. He could be as unprepared as he liked and they 
would still laugh, applaud, become misty-eyed – anything 
he wanted. He could blather on and on about anything 
that came into his head, and did. They listened but they 
didn’t. He gave a lecture entitled “Ancient Methodologies 
for Royal Vasectomies” to a group of art historians and was 
lionized. He made a speech called “An Abridged History 
of Mouth Cankers” to a group of teetotaling Rotarians and 
was cheered. His house specialty, “A Brief Survey of Faulty 
Contraception,” to which he found himself returning with 
increasing frequency, had nearly made him legendary. He 
never made notes or wrote out his texts. A jangle of words 
or contrary phrases would come to him and he would pencil 
them down on an index card, tuck it into his pocket, and 
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launch himself into whatever he was going to say for however 
long he was required to say it. In some ways and for different 
reasons he was more amazed at his presentations than 
anyone else.

Otherwise, he was nothing. He shopped with a plastic basket 
slung around one arm rather than a shopping cart because his 
needs were few and his tastes never varied. He maintained 
his income by hanging onto the same job he had had for 
twenty-two years, a job that required him to sit under frosted 
fluorescents in a corner of a sizeable room shared with two 
other people whom he never saw except when he left the room 
to use the bathroom or go to lunch because the three of them 
were separated by pockmarked beige dividers. He drove to 
and from his office in a nondescript vehicle painted nickel 
silver and occasionally went for a walk around his small 
suburb. He liked to sit and read. He could actually envision 
himself sitting and reading by the light of a single lamp with 
a water glass half-filled with cheap cream sherry on the table 
next to him while bland chamber music dribbled from his 
stereo. He could live it and see it at the same time; in fact, 
everything he did he could see and live simultaneously and 
he wondered why that was. He rarely remembered anything 
about anything he read, but he enjoyed reading so that’s 
what he did when he wasn’t shopping or walking or working 
or driving or having sex with some woman he had charmed 
after one of his engagements.

“How’d you get started doing this?” one had asked after 
sex. He honestly didn’t know, but told her, “I was at this 
big event and the guest speaker hadn’t shown up, so I was 
cajoled into stepping in and I was a big hit. I was nervous 
as all hell, but I’m a courageous person, I knocked back 
what was left of my drink and went up to the podium with 
a smile and a head held high.” He couldn’t understand why 
he couldn’t remember the circumstances of his initiation 
as a host/master of ceremonies/lecturer/guest speaker. He 
had no reason to block out the memory, and his first time 
wasn’t exactly a long time ago, yet he couldn’t for the life of 
him recall when, where, or why he had embarked on his new 
career and, unlike the rest of his life, he couldn’t envision 
himself doing it while he was doing it. Another young lady, 
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in another hotel room, had said, “You must have started 
somewhere,” and he had lied and said, “I was staying at 
some big hotel downtown and about to check out when I saw a 
bride sobbing in the lobby because the best man had passed 
out drunk and he was supposed to give this great talk but he 
had ruined everything, so I told her she could introduce me 
as her something-or-other and I’d make everything okay, so 
she did and I did, and there was this guy there who said to me 
afterwards he’d like me to come speak to his board and I did 
and things just picked up from there.”

He could give anybody any answer, and as long as he gave 
it without hesitation, he was believed and it never bothered 
him. 

What had bothered him for a little while was that whatever 
good looks he had as a young man had become blanched and 
softened by the time he was thirty-five. His hair hadn’t gone 
gray but its color had certainly exhausted itself. His body had 
yet to run to fat, but it had become pillowish. He saw himself 
seeing himself, looking at himself, sometimes for minutes, 
in mirrors and reflective surfaces. He found a pencil and 
wrote “The Excremental Habits of Gangrenous Carpenters” 
on an index card and slid it into the pocket of his gray sports 
coat. He wrote “Born into Penury and Disgrace: The Life of 
Wilella J. Southcott” on another and slid it into the pocket 
of his tan sports coat. He wrote “Reflectories” on another 
and slid it into his blue sports coat. He knew not who Wilella 
J. Southcott was, because the name had only come to him 
then. He knew not what a reflectory was, because the word 
had only just then flashed through his brain. He knew not if 
carpenters, when they become gangrenous, have any sort of 
habits, excremental or otherwise. He would find out when 
he spoke.

Eventually, he left his office job and sat around waiting 
for further speaking engagements, which began to fill his 
weeks and weekends. He spent money on another three 
sports coats and even purchased formal wear, which he had 
tailored, a service that made him feel like Someone. He 
stopped going to the grocery store every week because he was 
being fed sumptuous breakfasts, extravagant luncheons, and 
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outrageous dinners. On one particular Sunday he spoke at all 
three mealtimes and made himself sick. He began to become 
queasy at the mere mention of word “buffet.” He began to 
manage his calendar better after that, and while he didn’t 
think he was leading “the good life,” he did see himself 
leading something while he was leading it.

He warmed to the outrageous topics that he pulled from 
his pockets. His disquisition on secret insemination cults 
almost surpassed the popularity of his faulty contraception 
survey. People shook his hand, slapped his back. Red faces, 
shiny faces, mirth and earnestness. “I wish you’d work for 
me,” some often said. “What a communicator,” some others 
often said. He continued to trot out a string of fictional dead 
wives, dead children, and dead pets to the ladies as he led 
them to motel boudoirs. 

“That was total bullshit,” a woman said to him one night. 
“Bravo.”

Kilff didn’t know how to respond to her. She seemed benign 
enough. He sensed no challenge. He looked for a nametag 
and, finding none, asked the woman her name.

“I’ll tell you my name is Nicki,” she said. “That good 
enough?”

“I suppose it’ll have to be,” he said. “Now as for my talk 
being total bullshit…”

“Oh, you don’t have to defend yourself to me. I’m not judging. 
I just want you to know that someone noticed.”

“I haven’t admitted…”

“Listen, it’s okay. You’re very engaging and funny, but I 
noticed.”

“What did you notice?”

“Your disdain for us.”
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“Not true. I have no disdain; I am full of dain, in fact, and…”

“Look, I said I’m not judging you, nor am I calling you out. 
You’re a pro. And you managed to somehow make them 
all think your blather had something to do with them, 
although for the life of me I couldn’t figure out what exactly 
faulty contraception had to do with the projected spatula 
production for the upcoming fiscal year.”

“Is that what you people do? Make spatulas?”

“Among other things. Didn’t you know? Well, of course 
you didn’t know. You’re here for the paycheck and the free 
eats, and I’m totally down with that. Again – all I’m doing 
is complimenting you on your gimmick but also letting you 
know that I know how you operate and therefore wasn’t taken 
in.”

Kilff felt his ears redden and took a quick glance around the 
reception hall for someone, anyone. What could he say to 
this woman who admitted she had given him a false name?

“What can I say to you?” he said. “And why the false name?”

“You can’t say anything to me. Well, you can say anything 
you like to me; what I meant was there’s no need for you to 
say anything to me. I don’t need an explanation and I’m not 
criticizing you. Or condemning you.”

“Then what do you want?”

“To tell you we’re not all alike.”

“I never said you were.”

“That every now and then you’re going to run into someone 
who totally sees your spiel for what it is and why it sells. 
That’s all.”

She walked away. He followed her.

“This isn’t a racket,” he said to her. “It’s not what you think.”
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“Okay.”

“Wait. I mean it. That’s not a line I’m handing you. I’m 
not…I don’t come up with this stuff because I think you’re 
all vacuous sheep who…I’m being honest here, I’m not 
taking advantage of…” He fished his wallet out of his coat 
and began digging for photographs. “Listen, I’ve been kind 
of mixed up recently, what with the untimely passing of my 
son…”

She smiled. “Oh, come on,” she said. “Your son? Really?”

He produced a photo of his sister. “My wife?”

She rolled her eyes. “Yeah, right,” she said. “Look, don’t 
press your luck. I’m not going to put anybody wise to the 
reality of your routine, so you don’t have to play the dead 
loved one card to get my sympathy or whatever it is you want 
me to show that I’m not showing.” She pointed to the photos. 
“You don’t keep family photos folded up with your cash. Now 
let’s just leave it at that. You have a terrific personality when 
you’re up behind a podium and it’s fascinating to see you in 
action, to try to figure out how your mind is coming up with 
that drivel and why you’ve chosen to wing it like that in the 
first place, but don’t lower yourself to lying.”

He went to put the photos back in his wallet but changed his 
mind and shoved them into his coat pocket. “Maybe you and 
I got off on the wrong foot…”

“A survey of faulty contraception,” she said, the smug smile 
still on her face. “Brilliant. Is that always your gimmick or 
do you mix it up with other crap? I’m guessing you mix it up. 
I sort of wish I could see you at other events. I could be your 
groupie.”

He thought for a moment about handing her a come-on about 
the hotness and willingness of groupies and endorsing her 
desire for such a scenario, but then thought better of it and 
said, “What’s your real name?”

“I’ll tell you my real name is Adriana,” she said, then turned 
and headed towards the exit.
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“That doesn’t mean Adriana is your real name!” he said, and 
she was gone.

Kilff spent the next few weeks trying to see himself doing 
his speaking engagements, just as he saw himself in his 
apartment sitting and reading and listening to music or in 
his car or in his office, but he still couldn’t manage it. He 
stood up at every luncheon table, mounted every dais, and 
spoke into every microphone just as he always had, each 
time pulling a card from his pocket and reacting to the 
words he saw. He tried to understand why he had written 
the words he had written and their connection to himself. 
Was “reflectory” a combination of reflection and rectory in 
his mind and, if so, what had those two things to do with 
him? Had he become overly sensitive to the blurry man he 
saw in the mirror? Had he ever been to a rectory? What had 
gangrene and excrement to do with his life? Was he somehow 
subconsciously attracted to the putrid and disgusting? No. 
And what of carpentry? He’d never built anything in his life, 
not even a house of playing cards. Was he a product of faulty 
contraception?

And all the while he saw Nicki/Adriana walking away from 
him.

There were more luncheons, banquets, ceremonies. There 
were more words, falsehoods. There was more applause. But 
after every round of applause, he waited for Nicki/Adriana to 
approach him again, perhaps attach herself to him and try to 
persuade him to change his spiel, the one thing she hadn’t 
tried to do when he met her. It didn’t happen, and after a 
while he stopped hauling his wallet out, stopped showing 
the photographs of the son and wife he never had, stopped 
trying to see himself doing things that he was doing.

“There is a moment,” he would tell this or that woman, “that 
feels like a short spasm of eternity between being introduced 
and opening my mouth when it feels like everyone is against 
me, hating me, waiting for me to fail, to be lousy; a moment 
when I hear them thinking too short, too fat, too pale, too bald, 
too soft, too smarmy, too boring, too creepy and on and on and 
on and on. Tidal waves of negativity. I feel it.
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“It’s my job to convince you, however, that I know what I’m 
doing, that you are safe in my hands, that what I say is true 
not because of what I’m saying but the manner in which I’m 
saying it. The most outrageous statements become bromides; 
the most offensive topics become Sunday school chat. It’s 
not that I believe what I’m saying but that I believe I can 
make you believe I believe what I’m saying.” At this point, he 
would leave his drink unfinished and cast a glance over the 
hundreds of people still milling about, drinking, smiling, 
talking, seeking, meeting. “Ask me what will happen if one 
day I actually believe what I’m saying.”

He is always asked. He never answers.    

JON STEINHAGEN
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PENDULUM
You watched her mouth
like you would a pendulum.
She swung from a half-smile
to a grimace
on the turn of a word,
leaving you grasping
for a thin edge of balance.

VALENTINA CANO
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THE ABANDONMENT
He dreams of the moment
before the spill of birth,
when deep sea light encapsulated him
and the gelatin of living
was still palpable.
Sticky between finger and toes.

VALENTINA CANO
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ALYOSHA AND 
THE BIKE
It never made much sense to me why Alyosha cared so much 
about that bike, as it was an incredible piece of shit.
 
He bought it off the side of the road in Pennsylvania for 
thirty dollars. The man selling it originally asked for thirty-
five, and all Alyosha had on him was a crumpled-up ten and 
twenty. Rather than wait for him to visit an ATM in town and 
return, giving him far too much time to think about what an 
incredible piece of shit that bike was and reconsider, the 
man shook on thirty.
 
“That bike almost got me killed,” the man said as Alyosha 
walked it off the man’s lawn. “I drive my motorcycle now. 
It’s much safer.”
 
Alyosha loved that bike, that incredible piece of shit. He 
took a pad of steel wool to the rusted fixtures and bent the 
handlebars to a more functional curve. He polished the 
fenders and all their scratches until they shined. He put 
air in the tires and affixed a milk crate to the back to carry 
precious cargo wherever he pleased.
 
It didn’t take very long after he bought that bike – 
affectionately named “Brittany” – to Boston, where he and I 
attended college together. On a leisurely Sunday ride, the left 
pedal popped right off, and all the ball bearings spilled onto 
the sidewalk like rusty offal black with grease. He walked 
three miles home that afternoon with the dismembered 
pedal in one hand, guiding the bike by its handlebars with 
the other. Another morning, the chain snapped as he tried 
pushing through a busy intersection. An MRI revealed 
Alyosha had torn his knee. Rather than surgery, he picked up 
a knee brace, a new chain, and continued to ride. He must’ve 
replaced the milk crate three or four times, too.

We would worry about him, as he would ride drunk all the 
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time, and without a helmet. But each time, he’d tell us how 
exhilarating it was, that he was a better cyclist after a dozen 
shots of cheap vodka, that the swift motion and flurry of 
pavement beneath him and cold night air against his clean-
shaven face was all so sublimely invigorating. So he would 
zip from party to party in the filth-riddled streets of Lower 
Allston on that incredible piece of shit.
 
He had that bike for two years before someone stole it. It 
didn’t surprise me much. For all the money he poured 
into that bike, you would think he’d buy something more 
formidable than a cable lock. I don’t even own a bike, and I 
know cable locks are an open invitation to every schmuck in 
the city with a pair of wire-cutters to come along and swipe 
your ride. But one day, Alyosha left our apartment, surveyed 
the rack of thirty or forty bikes outside our building, and did 
not see Brittany’s black milk crate poking up above all the 
other bikes. She was gone.

Sure, he filed a police report. But what good was that? I’m 
sure the Boston Police Department dispatched all available 
units to comb the city in search of that ten-speed, burgundy, 
incredible piece of shit. He called the nearest police station 
every afternoon to make sure they were doing just that. They 
weren’t. And they certainly weren’t going to, as evidenced 
by their repeated requests he stop hogging the line in the 
event a “real crime” needed to be reported, only incensing 
him further.

“You mean to tell me bicycle theft isn’t a serious crime? 
What if I waltzed over to your headquarters and stole one of 
your bikes? Would you have a problem with that?”
 
Unsurprisingly, Boston Police doesn’t respond well to 
threats.

I usually ate at least one meal a day with Alyosha prior to 
Brittany’s disappearance. But I began to notice Alyosha 
eating less and less. I figured he wasn’t feeling well. He 
must’ve had trouble sleeping too, because his eyes slowly 
sunk back into his head. He, very subtly, made less and 
less sense when he spoke. It was never outright nonsense, 
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like in cartoons. It was the subtle kind of crazy, wherein 
after completing a conversation with him, you’d murmur to 
yourself, “Wait, what?”
 
One time, we had a nice lunch at a Thai joint on 
Commonwealth Avenue. On our way back to the apartment, 
a man rode toward us on a bicycle. Alyosha stopped dead 
in his tracks and muttered, “Brittany.” Before I had time 
to ask what he was talking about, he charged the bicyclist, 
lowered his shoulder and delivered a devastating blow, 
knocking the poor guy clean off his bike. Several yards away, 
the man lay stunned and writhing on the ground where he 
landed. Alyosha inspected the bike and realized it wasn’t his 
incredible piece of shit. Not even close – it was lime green. 

We booked it out of there before the bicyclist could muster 
enough air in his lungs to shout for help.

Alyosha grew thinner and gaunt. We all saw him less and 
less, and he always seemed frazzled and off-kilter when we 
did. He was rarely in his room anymore. No food appeared 
on his shelves in the fridge.

About a month ago, I returned home from work and saw 
some branches and debris from the shrubs outside our 
building strewn about the walkway. I idly stood there with 
my briefcase in hand staring at the mess. I thought a hawk 
had swooped down and speared a chipmunk or something. 
I played out the scenario in my head until I heard a meek 
sound escape the shrubbery.
 
“Hey Richard.”

I must’ve jumped as high as Alyosha had launched that poor 
bicyclist. There in the shrubs was Alyosha with a thousand-
yard stare and a box of Ring-Dings. He told me he was 
determined to find the scoundrel who had taken Brittany 
from him. He refused to leave the shrubs until justice was 
leveled. I brought him some dinner, as I would do for a few 
weeks.
 
What happened last Thursday, as I’ve been told and 
understand it, is as follows.
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I brought Alyosha a four-piece chicken dinner from the 
Popeye’s by Fenway. I went inside, ate my own dinner, did 
some laundry and got an early night’s sleep. I was in the 
midst of a fifty-hour week, so I had already slipped into a 
coma by time Alyosha finally laid eyes on the man who stole 
his bike.
 
He had been in the shrubs where I had left him, as he had 
been every night. Around 2 a.m., the bike thief exited an 
idling truck and snuck over to the bike rack. And Alyosha, 
sick predator he had become, patiently watched it all 
happen.  

The thief quietly rummaged through the racks and snipped 
one vulnerable cable lock with ease, stuffing it in his jacket 
pocket. As he wheeled the bike toward the idling truck, he 
did not see Alyosha rise from the shrubbery like Christ the 
Redeemer. The first shot was what woke me up. From my 
bed, I heard a strong, loud voice, but I was still too groggy to 
make out any words. A few days later, after this whole ordeal, 
I remembered a snippet and did a little research. To the best 
of my knowledge, this is what Alyosha said before firing the 
second, fatal shot:

 For the Angel of Death spread his wings on the blast,
 And breathed in the face of the foe as he passed;
 And the eyes of the sleepers waxed deadly and chill,
 And their hearts but once heaved, and for ever grew still!

When police arrived, they found a man, wire-cutter in 
stiffened hand, laying in a corona of blood and Popeye’s 
wrappers. And Alyosha just smiled and smiled.

I don’t know what happens from here. I suppose Alyosha 
will stand trial for what he did. I doubt he cares. Besides, 
the thief had a busted lock and wire-cutter on him. That 
should help Alyosha’s case. But then again, hiding out in 
some bushes for weeks doesn’t do much to dispel the whole 
“premeditated” thing.

I once read an interview with a French philosopher. He said 
that people are never as happy as when they’re about to go on 
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vacation. The destination could never possibly live up to the 
insane expectations people hold, so they’re happier waiting 
in the airport dreaming about the resort than spending 
time at the resort itself. It sounds ridiculous, but I’ve been 
tossing it around in my head for a few years now. I wonder if 
Alyosha’s happier now, or when he was waiting in the shrubs. 
And sometimes, I wonder where that incredible piece of shit 
is now.
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MODIFIED 
SAVONIUS 
He was the jilted lover 
of a woman who looked 
so small under her floppy 
sun hats. He imagined her 
clear and breezy 
under a dark birdcage veil. 
So he invented a wind turbine 
with smooth torque and helical scoops. 
He became an expert in friction 
and drag, 
gearbox and planetary losses. 
Indisputably rich. 
When the machine malfunctioned, 
became a storm of rammed air 
and blade bits, the world 
turned into a turbulence 
of flying hats 
and lost little dogs. 

KYLE HEMMINGS
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PRETTY BOYS IN 
THE CITY
Whatever pushed us past the side streets, 
to the perimeters where we became dropped 
pronouns, past tense confused--deserves 
a religion all to itself. We are not 
the prodigal sons returning with 
burnt thumbs, a memory download 
of Christina Aguilera iTunes. 
We stand upon each other’s shoulders, 
we, who you’d mistake for a thousand 
cats in the rain, and peek inside 
your windows, see through your pencil 
skirts and tribal fleece hoodies. 
We project our skeletons onto yours. 
You’re easier to see in the dark. 
We’ll break into your house at night, 
leave obscene Stick-its stuck to your walls, 
cut our faces against the sharp 
edges of these rooms. 
There are some things about me 
that you should never dream about: 
I have survived on peanut butter 
and discarded lettuce leaf, heart-shaped. 
I have been spit in the face by those 
who recalled the whisk and skinny 
of my shadow the day after. 
I probably will never live to see forty. 
I am the same height as Jesus, more or less.

KYLE HEMMINGS
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THE BOOK OF JAMES
(As with any text purporting to be gospel, this is a mix of 
lies, myth, truth and poetry.)

––––

From James’s window
the highway seemed a wound, the city cut in half-
fourths perhaps.

Once he could see across the alley
into her room and they shared years
of awkward displays, of welcome peeping. 

And now there is but deep
asphalt wound bleeding
traffic through the night.

–––

When James was eight years old he walked home from school 
on the last day before Christmas break, trudging ankle deep 
through the snow, beneath the weight of a backpack heavy 
with library books though he would never have the strength 
to carry all that he desired. Beneath a gray sky he turned down 
a street whose name no longer matters because the street no 
longer exists, though it once did and ran parallel to Oliver 
Avenue. There he would often shortcut through the yard of a 
house for sale and cross the alley into his own backyard. This 
day though, a moving truck was in the drive way, as was a girl 
with summer browned skin and blue marble pigtail holders 
in her hair crying in silence. She looked familiar he thought, 
or it was déjà vu, maybe a dream he once had. James often 
confused such things. 
 
-What is wrong? he asked.

-It’s the snow. I’ve never seen it before and it is so lovely, 
she said in a voice that warmed him even from a distance.
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-I’d think you’d be happy then.
 
-I do love it so. And that is what makes me sad, knowing all of 
the times it has snowed, but I have never seen how beautiful 
it is until right now.
 
He told the girl his name was James and she told him hers, 
which no longer matters because she too is gone now. He 
went home, and on a sheet of paper he wrote her name once, 
then several times, feeling the letters and pronouncing the 
sounds, trying to understand her by the nature of it. On the 
back of the sheet he wrote every word he could think to form 
using the letters of her name, then every word he could think 
of that contained the letters of her name. When he could no 
longer find any more of either of those, he continued into 
the night with words that rhymed with it, as the snow fell 
heavier and heavier outside, sneaking up towards the pane.

–––
 
For some time it had seemed as if his house too would 
collapse and be swallowed up by progress, like hers and so 
many others had been. For the span of two years it hung there 
on the edge of the chasm as grinding machinery performed 
its blunt surgery, seeming always just about to topple over 
the edge. It never did, just remained perched there along 
Oliver Avenue, awaiting decay and ruin along with the rest of 
the neighborhood.

–––

A dirty faced little boy was running past the porch one day, 
bare-chested and thin with a ragged bath towel safety-
pinned about his neck. He passed a yard where a girl about 
his age sat in the grass, brushing her doll’s red hair. She put 
it aside and walked to the gate, called to him.
 
-Hey, why do you have that old towel around your neck?
 
-It’s not a towel, it’s my cape. I’m a superhero.
 
-Yeah?
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-Sure am. I fight crime, over there in the city.
 
-Your mom won’t even let you cross the street. She laughed 
and returned to the serious task of grooming her child.
 
-She doesn’t care…long as I fly. He looked down at his feet, 
bound to the earth and shuffling, tried not to cry because he 
was a superhero even though he was certain that this was how 
kryptonite must feel.

–––
 
The tavern used to be closer. Funny how a thing can grow 
more distant but never move. It was once a few short blocks 
away. His grandmother walked to work there every day of 
her life no matter the weather, even the day before she died. 
Now though, he had to walk nearly two miles, first along the 
length of Virginia Avenue before backtracking southward to 
the bar. 
 
The bartender and the tavern had never changed. Jerry had 
known James since he was in diapers, napping on the green 
felt of the pool table while his mother, too young to even be 
in a bar herself, served as cocktail waitress. Jerry would even 
make some of the old drinks, a Blue Blazer when he had a 
chill or a Tom Collins when the walk was hot, still using the 
old glass soda siphon for him.

-Whatever happened to the typewriter? Jerry questioned 
him, one Gimlet-colored afternoon.
  
-Excuse me?
   
-Remember? You used to drag that damned thing down here 
and sit in the back, drinking and driving us half insane with 
your pecking and pounding. Remember?
   
-Oh. I guess I have this now. He frisked himself and 
eventually came up with a leather notebook Jerry had never 
seen before.
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-Well, do you still have it? James wasn’t sure if Jerry was 
talking about the machine still, so he said nothing.

–––
Roots
nourish our growth, bind us to the soil of our birth.

What is worse
the things that have passed us by or those that have kept us?

He turned the memories of the past
spinning a globe in his mind
touching the outlines of distant mountains with no relief.

He lay on the schoolyard slide
drunk and straining against the night to hear-
no music, only traffic
until he grew cold and went home.

–––
 
They were geniuses, all of them. James had begun to suspect 
that it could be found in the most unlikely and common 
places, in desk drawers, over living room fireplaces, in pies 
cooling on window sills, in every other brick box along the 
street it might hide, holding out the hand of promise more 
than any radio, library, or museum. Groomed gardens easily 
grow lovely flowers but the grandest of all are those that 
prosper bright and perfect in the mud, nearly lost in the 
landscape. Thurston had his paints and canvas, Abbot his 
music, and they all swear that James is a poet or once was. 
Everyday a thousand cars passed by along the highway, bled 
by, and all of this went unnoticed and undiscovered.

He slept in the attic, two stories of roots below him, wearing 
his grandfather’s jeans, which fit perfectly. Spring was 
passing outside the open window, perfumed and growing 
warm. He was a ghost haunting an ancestral home; he rattled 
some bottles around but Abbot was already a sleeping stone 
in the basement.

–––
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The highway coursed on
constant through both day and night
until he learned to mark the time by the waves of traffic and 
commuters
indifferent to the dead dreams and memories interred 
beneath their spinning wheels. 

17, 000 people used to sleep here
used to play here
fuck here and fight here
lived and died here
where rubber meets the road.

–––
 
On Fridays, he would visit his mother in her blue house, 
across the highway but never across the divide itself. She 
spent her days watching soap operas on a TV in her bedroom 
that hadn’t been turned off in several years. During the 
afternoon she would sit at the carved Spanish table she had 
taken from James’s dining room when her father died, the 
table that reminded him of El Greco or Don Quixote, and 
other names his mother did not know. She would sit there 
for hours watching the TV in the adjacent room, drinking 
bottles of Pepsi and chain smoking, playing solitaire.  

They said little and it felt like biding time, a ritual neither 
cared about but were still compelled to perform. He would 
slip out into the backyard and get stoned, his mother too 
engaged in her private games and melodrama to notice. He 
would come inside and kiss her on the forehead though she 
never looked up from her game unless it was commercial 
time.  

–––
 
James woke one morning and stretched his hands over his 
head, unable to push the day away. A verse was scrawled on 
his left forearm in black ink over red welts. He sat at the 
kitchen table, smoking and drinking coffee, studying the 
biro graffiti, when Abbot sat down and took hold of his arm.
 
-Fucking incredible. Did you write this? The question was 
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ridiculous to James at first, until he realized he could not 
truthfully answer yes to it.  

–––

Blank foolscap and insomnia
lead to hypergraphia.

James sat by the attic window
writing a list of the names of each family
that was now gone
filling page after page with sloppy columns of surnames
growing longer until his memory at last grew short
and he passed out
to dream of beautiful and symbolic things he might do with 
it. 

Only to awaken to a breeze through his open window
the remaining pages cascading in an arc into the canyon 
below
falling beneath the spinning wheels of morning commuters.

–––

He walked home from downtown one night, across the 
university campus, through the modern sculpture garden. 
The moon was belly heavy, dry and bright, casting its light 
across a field of monolithic iron digits, zero through nine. 
Among their solidity and bold acrylic colors, James felt false 
and contrary, an exercise in speculation. He stood there, lost 
among the integers, a variable in the equation, searching for 
a solution.

–––
 
-We need to consult the Mage, Abbot declared.
 
-What mage? 
 
-You know, the big guy with the eye-patch over on Ash, hangs 
there on the corner.

-That guy with the Porter Wagoner haircut? He’s no mage, 
he’s a goddamn drunk.
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-Either way, Abbot concluded and led him across the 
neighborhood to the old man’s apartment. 
 
It was just before dusk on a Wednesday and the sky was filled 
with plumes from each house’s trash bonfire, the smoke 
roiling upwards and turning the sunset towards the colors 
of a smith’s furnace. They found the Mage sitting on a white 
and blue lawn chair that seemed higher than it actually was, 
staring across the street at the gates of the cemetery. James 
was certain that the old man had waved in greeting at someone 
there, but saw no one. Abbot told him the nature of the visit 
and the old man listened carefully. He lit a Chesterfield with 
yellowed fingers, spat a flake of tobacco, then sat in silence 
for half of it. The light of the television filtering through 
window cast the illusion of a blue aura around him. 
 
-Well son, it seems you’re a bit bewitched, to use the common 
vernacular.
 
-So what does he do? Abbot asked when James failed to do 
so.
 
-Not much he can do once it happens, other than ride it out 
and see where it goes. But it sounds like he is getting close 
to something.
 
-Close to something?

-Maybe. Maybe the bare essence of what you mortals call 
reality, like stroking your fingers across the velvet fabric 
of the universe and finding it is but a curtain that conceals 
something much more beautiful. Or…and he was silent, 
waving again to no one over the locked cemetery gates.
 
-Or what Abbot asked?
 
-Or he is flirting with absolute madness, on the precipice 
and leaning over.
 
-I see, Abbot and James said in unison. The Mage shrugged 
and popped the top of a tall boy from his cooler, tossed them 
each one.
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-If you came for my advice, just go with it. You win either 
way, young man. I mean even Madness is one sexy bitch 
son. Sure her husband just might beat your ass down into 
that orchard over there, but she is enticing enough that I’ve 
always thought it’s worth the risk.

–––

James prepared himself a padded room. He spent a week 
haunting dusty bookstores and flea markets searching 
through old volumes and antique tomes for those that 
might provide his asylum. With black and white covers cut 
from ancient history texts and Victorian science journals 
he checkerboard tiled the attic floor. The walls he covered 
with lush yet well worn red and brown leathers from elegant 
editions of poetry and mythology; Morocco and Spain, 
oasis goat and vellum. The sharp angles of the ceiling were 
smoothed over with a firmament of marbled and brushed 
endplates, a swirling sky birthing stars and galaxies.

–––

The television takes a long time to die
humming a warm lullaby as it goes.

A stain of red, green, and blue lingers upon the screen
a fading phosphorescent flower
diminishing slower than his heavy eyes can discern
until it becomes a single pinprick of white light
that seems to shine from the other side of wherever it is
that James is.

The light opened into a bone dull sky over a green mountain 
meadow enclosed by a low rock wall. Three roads met and 
ended in tumbledown stone gates. James passed through 
one and walked towards the center of the meadow, where 
a large fire was burning, dancing in a wind like an infant’s 
sleeping coo. Three young girls sat beside a grizzled old 
man, and though their faces were obscured by the white 
smoke hanging like clouds draped around them, James did 
not question their beauty. The old man grinned with his few 
teeth. His face was pocked and scarred by time and life but it 
was clear he had yet to be broken by it. Upon his approach, 
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the old man stood as if to speak. and the three girls blended 
into a single form, one with summer brown skin and James’s 
eyes. He awoke to feral dogs barking up and down the street, 
as if something were making passage through the night.

–––
 
It was the late shift crowd at the tavern: dinner break factory 
workers, coffee high undertakers, and the press operators 
from the newspaper waiting for the morning edition to 
be set. James sat in the dark and empty maw of the back 
booth, his old booth, behind the once familiar round table. 
Withdrew the pen from his pocket, and on the glass cratered, 
beer varnished table, he wrote her name. 
 
Then he wrote it again.
 
And again.

It felt good to him, like a powerful incantation, marking 
runes in the wood. His mind juggled all of those words that 
her name might form, that it may hide away within, and with 
those he scribbled a verse, then another. He wrote a story 
using just the letters of her name, then one with no trace of 
them. The bar began to draw closer, reading and marking 
their progress with oil and ink stained fingers, grave dirt 
beneath their nails, enthralled by the spell. Once the tabletop 
had been covered, the cry went up for him to begin with the 
bar, Jerry rushing ahead to prepare the space for him.
 
Well past closing time, he held them rapt with his tales, the 
machines and presses all left silent, the news and weight 
of the world delayed, the dead undisturbed. In verse, with 
ink, upon oak, he tried to fill the gap left by the highway, to 
set down the roots, myths, and histories of Oliver Avenue, 
a proper eulogy for a place left to die. When he finished, 
Jerry poured him a drink and pushed aside the window’s 
curtain to reveal the lights of dawn and reality outside, the 
world of time cards and funeral processions, of the thud of 
inescapable fact upon your doorstep each morning, of diesel 
engines and unrelenting progress.

–––
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He wrote her name
but four more times
each upon the thinnest of laid linen
then it was gone forever.

The first
he took to the cemetery, behind the closed gates
in the rich and cool dirt he knelt
shredding it into smaller and smaller pieces
dropping them all into an open grave
crumbling soil over their remains.

The second
he formed into a perfect pyramid
and below the sway of paper birch branches
set fire to each of the three points at the base
a slow fuse consuming itself
until there was but glowing ash and ember
liberated and floating skyward. 

The third
became a paper boat
launched from the sandy shoals
of the white and rushing river
hastening southward and out of sight.

The fourth
he took back to his padded room
and folded into a delicate airplane.

Then he sat still for a time
as a monk silent prayer might sit
before giving it to the wind
to glide over the alley
above the highway
seizing an updraft as it passed where her house once was
a shadow cast across the traffic below, it continued
over even his mother’s blue house
until it disappeared against the silhouette of the city skyline.
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TUMBLE
I saw you fall down the stairs into that messy, sweet-
smelling pit—
its murky clouds caressing and covering your shivering 
skin,
until your shape was muddled.
I couldn’t recognize your voice when you said it reminded 
you of the sea,
how it was always there, rocking you to sleep even when 
you thought your fiery 
thoughts would never let you rest.

But you never actually slept.

And even though those clouds always followed you, at least 
they kept you from 
getting sunburned, 
and they would talk to you even when you couldn’t talk to 
yourself.
When your veins screamed and mocked you, you plucked at 
them like violin strings,
but they were off-key so you just pulled, pulled, pulled 
them out.

I watched it peel you away like the bark of a birch tree.
I thought I had it fooled,
but I really, I was the fool—convinced I was so unlike you.

But really, we’re the same.

Listen, you said.
It’s easy.
So I started closing my eyes every time I walked down the 
stairs.

NINA MISRA
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THE TALISMAN
One two-three, one two-three pulsed the rhythm of the 
waltz as they twirled around their rehearsal space in fluid 
circles – large and small, like the billowing of a ball gown. 
“Invigorating,” Sylvia declared, with girlish enthusiasm as 
she beamed at her partner Ty. Soft staccato hops and daring 
allegro dashes punctuated their unique choreography as only 
they could perform. 

Critics applauded – “they embody timeless wisdom and 
riveting distractions, with echoes of Sylvia’s French roots.” 
Audiences queued to see their latest creation – undeterred 
by the length of lines or the time of wait.

Sylvia sighed, aware of the need for a break and renewed 
point of view. “The secret to art,” she would say, “is to 
keep it fresh, sensuous – take risks, but be true to your own 
interpretation. Otherwise, we are bereft of inspiration and 
left with mediocrity, Oui?”  

What began in Sylvia’s mind became fully formed with Ty’s 
help – supportive, sharp, and strong. Groomed for the 
business, he was an extension of Sylvia. A quiet comfort, 
albeit a bit loud in his eccentric tailored ensemble of yellow 
suit and gray pointed shoes. He enriched each project with 
stylish flourishes, not for recognition but for artistic release. 
Sylvia donned a more casual outfit in trademark black for 
their development sessions.

“We need a different tune, Ty; don’t you think? Something 
from Broadway.” No answer.

With a glass of wine, she danced across the old hardwood 
floor of her studio, caressing it with her feet as if to coax 
inspiration from its past. 

“Ah yes,” she said as she flipped through her LP collection to 
the waltz section, “this one from Rodgers and Hammerstein.” 
With the needle close to the vinyl’s edge, scratchy anticipation 
tingled, evoking the flicker of theater lights that announce 
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the beginning of a show. A bouquet of history and artistry 
filled the air.

Down went her glass. Up-up went the volume. 

“De Nouveau … Again!” Instincts placed Sylvia’s hand on 
Ty’s waist – poised in his ready stance, silent and focused 
for round two. “I am warmed by a fire inside. Do you not feel 
it too?” she prompted with no expectation of a response. 

Creativity danced once more. One two-three, one two-three 
… “Intoxicating.”

I am devoted to my Ticonderoga, she thought each time she 
guided it into her desk’s sharpener. Ty was an unusual 
collaborator compared to those of Sylvia’s colleagues, and 
yet, not so unique – just one from a twelve-pack. But the 
independence he offered and the two hundred year history 
of his kind added meaning to her work. “We only know our 
truest thoughts as they flow through our hand onto paper,” 
she often quipped.

Each evening, Sylvia laid Ty on her desk for a well-deserved 
rest. “Bonne nuit. Until tomorrow.” She’d then re-read their 
day’s writing, reveling in the tranquility of their partnership 
– as easy as un deux-trois.
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CLOSE, CLOSER, 
CLOSEST
You and I played this game a thousand times. 
I put a baseball bat in your eager hands 
and we ran our bases hoping to make it home in one piece, 
and I took a victory lap above, between, beneath you,
my light across a spray of lonely stars.

You were the comet that never came back—
and I once heard a phrase
“to keep loved ones close but to keep enemies closer.”
How close I must’ve kept you—
close, closer, closest. 

I would have given you every closeness you could want
just to have you closest, closer, close—
not going, going, gone—
leaving me standing in an empty field,
waiting for my comet to shoot me up once again. 

AMANDA DOMURACKI
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WIFE-STEALING CREEP
Maybe she likes him for his car, I thought. He’s got good taste; 
I’ll give him that.

I flexed my grip on the steering wheel as I followed the shiny 
black Lexus, its flawless paintjob reflecting the bright winter 
sky and the snow-covered canyon walls. I’ve always wanted a 
luxury car, but there’s no way I’ll ever be able to afford it. So 
that had been a nice touch–seeing the love of my life going 
off with a man in my dream car. 

I followed them from a distance. I’ve seen enough movies 
to know that’s always best. During the winter, there usually 
aren’t many cars in the canyon, but one had managed to 
come between his humming tailpipe and my guttering 
engine, and I was grateful for the cover. My old Honda is 
fairly inconspicuous, but my love would certainly recognize 
it if she happened to glance backward.

They pulled off at a little park, and I drove on by so they 
wouldn’t notice me. I went a little ways and then flipped a 
U-turn and came back. I could see them walking hand-in-
hand down a nature trail as I pulled into a parking spot. I 
yanked the handbrake and turned off the engine.

After they disappeared around the bend, I got out and started 
walking down the trail after them, slowly so I wouldn’t catch 
up too fast. The warm weather had enticed a young family 
to come enjoy the snow before it melted, and their outing 
demonstrated the awkwardness of early spring: the snowman 
and sleds of winter combined with the watermelon and 
potato chips of summer. I looked at the happy couple with 
their children running around, and I hated them. Why do 
they deserve to be enjoying a mishmash of seasonal family 
fun while I’m sneaking after the man who stole my life? But 
I guess I should be thanking them, or at least thanking their 
watermelon because that’s where I got the knife. Perhaps 
I should thank their snowman as well, since it distracted 
them while I snatched the knife and hid it in my worn brown 
leather jacket.
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I continued down the trail, trying desperately not to look like 
I was trying desperately to look casual. The path bent around 
the canyon wall and met up with a bunch of hibernating 
shrubbery surrounding a brook. I walked along, keeping an 
eye out but not seeing anyone, and then–a laugh. Her laugh. 
I’d know it anywhere, the same way a dog knows the sound of 
food in its bowl. I crouched down into the foliage and tried 
to figure out where it was coming from.

She laughed again, and I crept toward them, half walking, 
half crawling. I moved as quietly as I could until, at last, 
peeking through a snow-covered bush, I saw them.

They were walking out on the frozen water, slipping and 
sliding, sometimes holding each other up and sometimes 
pulling each other down–hence the laughter. My fury 
throbbed against the backsides of my eyes. I backed myself 
up to the trail and returned to the parking lot.

I headed for the Lexus and tried one of the back doors. It 
was unlocked. Wondering whether that meant the guy was 
too stupid to remember to lock up his luxury car or too rich 
to worry about it getting stolen, I crawled in and lay down 
on the floor, my knees curled under me, my stomach on the 
floor hump, my face in the spotless carpet. A few freshly dry-
cleaned suits were lying on the back seat, so I pulled them 
over me as a covering. Having disguised myself in this urban 
camouflage, I lay still, determined to wait as long as I had to.

Despite the cold weather, the sunlight was direct enough to 
bake the expensive leather interior, and I soon found myself 
smothered by a mixture of new-car smell and Armani silk 
wool, but I never once thought of leaving.

Finally, I heard her laugh again, and it wasn’t long before 
they got in the car. He was a perfect gentleman, getting her 
door for her before getting in himself. It occurred to me that 
putting a woman in a hot, stuffy car to wait for you to come 
in from the fresh air and turn on the climate control isn’t 
actually a very gentlemanly thing to do, but what do I know–
it’s obviously gentlemanly enough to steal a woman’s heart.
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He got in, started the car, and put it in reverse. With my 
ear against the floorboard, I could hear the peculiar whine 
a manual transmission makes while backing up, the sound 
of him shifting into first, the way he playfully revved the 
engine. Then he stomped on the gas and let out the clutch, 
and the tires screamed like a mountain lion as they tried 
to grip the slush. We fishtailed out onto the road, and he 
powershifted through the gears until finally reaching sixth. 
I don’t know how fast we were going–certainly faster than 
the posted limit, whatever it was–but the engine purred as 
though we were moseying through a school zone. The hum 
of that engine was the second most beautiful thing I’ve ever 
heard in my life–the most beautiful thing being the lovely 
laughter that accompanied it.

The knife was between my chest and the floor as it had been 
throughout my wait. I flexed my sweaty grip on the handle 
and then slowly started to rise from the ground, keeping my 
designer canopy on top of me. I didn’t have a plan, and as 
I peeked up between the seats and saw out the windshield, 
I realized that killing this man would probably mean 
careening over a cliff. I flexed my grip again. Better dead 
with the woman I love than alive and alone.

In one swift motion, I brought the knife up to his neck. I 
meant to say some nasty things before cutting him badly, 
but the knife was sharp and the skin was soft and the way he 
jumped sunk the blade deep all the way across.

Indeed we did head directly for a cliff then, the beautiful 
laughter now replaced by horrified shrieking. But then some 
self-preserving instinct I didn’t know I had threw open a 
car door and sent me flying into the street in a bundle of 
imported fabrics. I came to a stop a few feet from the edge 
and shortly after heard the impact of the car with the canyon 
floor. Or maybe I heard the impact and then came to a stop. I 
can’t be sure because, for a while, I was aware of nothing but 
my pain, but I eventually found the strength to push myself 
up, crawl to the edge, and look over.

The car had not made as far of a descent as I had imagined–
certainly more of a descent than I’ve ever made in a car, but 
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it couldn’t have been more than 50 feet. My foe was certainly 
dead and would have been even without the cliff, but perhaps 
the lady was yet alive. I dug my phone out of my pocket and 
was amazed that, despite serious cosmetic damage, it still 
worked well enough to call 911.

As I waited for the ambulance to come, I sat shivering on 
the side of the road. My whole body ached from the impact 
of hitting the asphalt, but all I could think about was the 
beautiful woman in the car on the canyon floor. I was worried 
about her and hoped she’d be okay. That creep had tried to 
steal her away, and now she was trapped in an overturned car 
because of him. It was all his fault. If he hadn’t come along 
in his fancy car, none of this would have happened. I had 
fixed things the best I could; I just needed the emergency 
crew to come and rescue her so we could go back to being in 
love.

A glint of sunlight reflected on something a few yards down 
the road, so I hoisted myself to my feet and limped my way 
towards it. It was the knife. Turns out it had exited the 
vehicle with me. I tried to crouch down for a closer look, but 
it hurt so bad that my legs gave out, and I collapsed. After a 
few seconds of lying still, the pain became more tolerable, 
and I unclenched my eyes. The knife was right in front of 
me. I reached over and tipped it upward and saw that it still 
had blood on it, and its blade was scratched from sliding 
down the pavement. I could see half of my face reflected 
in it, and I didn’t like the way I looked, all road-rashed at 
bloody. I looked like some sort of criminal. Is that what I 
get for trying to save the woman I love from a jerk with a 
fancy car? I grabbed the knife, rolled over, and hurled it 
over the edge. I never wanted to see it again. I listened for 
it to hit, but it didn’t make a sound. It was like I’d thrown it 
into a bottomless pit. As I strained to hear any sound of it 
tumbling down into eternity, I heard the ambulance siren in 
the distance. I pushed myself into a sitting position, rested 
my head on my knees, and waited for them to come.

The siren gradually grew louder, and eventually the 
ambulance came around the bend. Some of the paramedics 
hopped out and cleaned me up. Thankfully, I was bleeding 
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enough that no one bothered to ask me whether all of the 
blood was my own. A rescue team also came and pulled the 
lady out of the car. She was alive but unconscious. Sadly, 
her driver’s neck had somehow been nearly severed in the 
accident, and he was long since dead.

When the emergency personnel asked me what had 
happened, I just repeated, “I don’t know,” over and over 
again. Everything they asked, I said I didn’t know. Who 
was I? Who was she? Who was the other guy? How did this 
happen? Don’t know, don’t know, don’t know. It seemed like 
the safest bet. I’m sure they would have recognized that what 
I’d done was justified by the circumstances, but I don’t think 
the lady would have appreciated it if I told them she’d been 
tempted away by another man. The only way I could think to 
avoid letting that detail slip was to hold back all the details, 
so I just pretended my memory was gone.

By the time they got me to the hospital, my memory had come 
back regarding my identity, but the shock was too much for 
me to recall the details of the accident. I had been in the car, 
I said, and the driver lost control maybe because of ice or 
something and headed for the ledge, so I jumped out. After 
that, they said I could go. I asked if I could see the lady, but 
they said that couldn’t be allowed until she was more stable.

So now I’m sitting in a waiting room at the hospital because 
she’s in a coma and they won’t let me see her. I wonder if 
people dream when they’re in comas or maybe they just 
think. She’s got a lot to think about, a lot to repent for. I’ll 
forgive her, of course–if she ever wakes up. I wonder what’s 
on her mind right now. One thing’s certain: I bet now she 
wishes she’d married me instead.
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PROVOKE
Nursing a hate for humankind,

 he provokes the children by

giving them gifts, and then removing

 the toys by sucking them up 

into his magic wand.

As for other individuals, he pours

 water down their throats,

his hoping for disasters fueled

   by a flood of  didactic       
                                                    
verbiage—                                             

his wishes foiled by                                         

flying colors tying his hands            

and the rest of his horror

with ropes larger than  snakes

to a piece of freezing CAT

equipment stuck in concrete. 

CLAIRE FEILD
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HISTORY AND 
GEOGRAPHY
We argued and I left. 
You killed the wine 
and trashed the house.
A liberation, fine.
We soften into silt. 
Even without lapping
tongues the river beds
on our faces have the 
last word: “Yes.”

MARK JACKLEY
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VILLAGERS
The clerk said something then left. I have to check—
something. Source, sauce, sores? I didn’t have the time to 
catch it. She left and I wait and the line coils behind me, like 
stamps unrolled. Her absence goes on and on. The villagers 
reach in their pockets for torches and pitchforks. Oh, when 
she returns, she better tell them the truth! Tell them I didn’t 
ask for anything. Fat fucking pig, I hear, or maybe is that a 
fucking wig. It’s always something. I’m not leaving, not now. 
UPS? Why would she have said that? IBS? Was that it? It’s 
you, the coiled hate line hisses. You. They push me up against 
the wall; they’ve got their hands down my throat. Imagine 
the hate that awaits somebody who’s done something. They 
search my guts. Where the fuck is she? Work, you’re making 
me late. You’re ruining my morning. What did you do with her? 
Nothing! But they know things; they believe what they want 
to believe. I reach for the bell and pound it down, down, a 
million times down. She walks back from wherever. I told 
you, she says. What? I ask. You told me what? She looks at all 
those eyes. I told him, she repeats. I told him straight out.
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MORNING COFFEE
Every day the young woman sees the old woman selling 
roses. In the morning the old woman stands by the 
brownstones across the street, but in the afternoon she is 
gone. Occasionally the young woman sees someone stop to 
buy a rose. She wonders if the old woman ever thinks to ask 
who the rose is for. 

Today, when the young woman needs her, the old woman isn’t 
there. The young woman buys her coffee and walks to the 
cemetery with no gift. Not that it matters. He never bought 
her roses. He never brought her gifts, or sent a Christmas 
card, or even called. 

When she was younger she thought he did. She got a doll, 
some shoes, a dress, and some earrings. She never knew all 
her mother did for her, until she got older and realized she 
had only seen his pictures and had never heard his voice.

–

Years later, she got a call from him on a sunny morning. She 
almost didn’t go to the coffee shop the next day.  She did, 
though. She sat down and didn’t say “hello,” until he said 
“hi.” 

He reached to pay the whole bill, but she said “I can pay for 
myself.”

Just as she stood to leave, he said “I have three months.”

“What?”

“Terminal cancer. The doctors can’t do anything.”

She sat down for another coffee. This time she let him get 
the bill.

–
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For two months and a week she got coffee with a stranger 
every morning. He told her about traveling in the south in 
his younger days and about how late in life he ended up in 
a boring office job. She told him about being a teacher. She 
didn’t tell him when her cat died the night before. He asked 
if she had been crying, and she said “No.”  

She had many questions for him, but she was too afraid to 
ask them. She did one day, but she didn’t like the answers.

“I was young and stupid.” 

He tried to reach for her hand, but she didn’t let him. She 
stood and left money for her coffee. 

She didn’t go to the coffee shop for three mornings, but on 
the fourth morning he was there waiting for her. They sipped 
coffee in silence for a while. She told him about her new cat, 
but not about the man she went out with that Friday night.

–

Three days ago she got a call from another stranger.

“He didn’t wake up this morning,” he said.

–

She missed the funeral. 

–

This morning, for the first time she stops at his grave, but 
she doesn’t have a rose, just her coffee.

She kisses her hand and touches the gravestone.

“Good bye,” she says.
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